An Image Binarization Algorithm Using Watershed-Based Local Thresholding
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Abstract: - The purpose of this paper is to describe a localized Otsu based binarization algorithm that improves results on non uniform background images. The algorithm divides the image into irregular areas with similar characteristics, which are processed individually and afterwards integrated into the global result. Using this algorithm, the advantages of the classic Otsu algorithm are retained whilst some of the drawbacks associated with the traditional global approach are eliminated.
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1 Introduction

With the increasing availability in photographing and scanning devices also comes an increase in the need for processing the generated images. Whether it is identifying family members in photos for cataloging purposes, or extracting characters from a scanned image or even a poor camera shot, [16] everybody wants some kind of image processing done.

One important element of the processing chain that many of the above mentioned tasks require is binarization [17]. Though fairly trivial when performed on “good” input images, binarization can prove to be quite a challenge when performed on images that are not exactly test-lab reference. One of the most common usages for binarized images is the automatic “content-conversion system”. For these systems, in order to process large image databases, a robust and parameter free binarization algorithm is a must [18][21]. Also the used algorithm must strike a good balance between local and global image processing because of the large input images and their increasing heterogeneity in both foreground contrast and background texture. Methods for background reconstruction in order to distinguish the foreground are useful for statistics estimation[21] and filtering is usually used in conjunction with binarization[20].

2 Background

The current paper is based on the works of Fernand Meyer and Nobuyuki Otsu, combining two very popular algorithms in image processing: watershed and Otsu thresholding.

Over the years, several segmentation algorithms have been developed [1], but none are perfect; segmentation is important in that it identifies regions of importance in the image, based on certain characteristics deemed relevant for the processing. Lately, the watershed algorithm has received a lot of attention, being used in a wide range of domains [2] [3] [4].

The watershed algorithm was introduced by Fernand Meyer in 1991 [5] and it is widely used for image segmentation, due to its innate simplicity. The grayscale image can be viewed as a topological relief, which, in a heavy rain scenario, is flooded, starting from the local minimum areas. As the water levels rise, pools tend to merge, but instead of letting such a thing happen, barriers are constructed to keep the original pools separated. The resulting infrastructure of barriers represents a watershed by flooding, while the areas determined by them become segments of the image.

Otsu’s method [6] is a highly used algorithm, that has spawned numerous variants and adaptations [7] [8], due to its robustness and high speed. It is a threshold based binarization algorithm that aims to maximize the inter-class variance (or minimize the intra-class variance). The inter-class variance $\sigma^2$ is defined as follows:

$$\sigma^2(t) = \omega_1(t)\omega_2(t)[\mu_1(t) - \mu_2(t)]^2$$ (1)
where $\omega_t(t)$ represents the class probability and $\mu_t(t)$ represents the class mean. These two are given by the following formulas:

$$\omega_t(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} c(i)$$

(2)

$$\mu_t(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} i c(i)$$

(3)

with $c(i)$ representing the number of pixels in the image whose value is $i$. Similarly, for the second cluster are defined $\omega_2(t)$ and $\mu_2(t)$.

Intuitively the equation tries to separate the means of the cluster, while also keeping each cluster with a high probability of occurrence.

The aim of Otsu’s method is to find the threshold $t^*$ such that:

$$t^* = \arg \max_t \sigma^2_b(t)$$

(4)

An exhaustive search is employed. For multiple optimal thresholds the value taken into consideration is the mean value. This is very important for the quality of the binarization after the post-processing thresholds stage.

3 Algorithm Description

The watershed binarization algorithm aims to improve upon the original Otsu method by computing several localized thresholds instead of a single global value. The algorithm has several distinct steps that are described in the following paragraphs.

Step 0: Preparing the image

The process begins by smoothing the original image using a bilateral filter [9]. This kind of filter reduces noise and still manages to preserve the edges, making it a perfect choice for the algorithm [10]. The algorithm is run on the resulting image.

Step 1: Detecting local minimum areas

A local minimum area (named from now on LMA) is defined as a connected area in the page with all pixels having the same value, surrounded in all directions by pixels with higher grayscale values. Such an area can be either a single pixel, or a group of pixels.

In the following, for clarity reasons, the input image is considered to be a grayscale one, represented using 8-BPP unsigned values (every pixel is represented as an integer value in the $0 - 255$ range).

The basic idea behind the entire processing is to split the original image into segments for which a unique threshold is relevant. It makes sense to have a unique threshold in areas with a “2D monotony” like watershed areas. This is because, when you think of a binarization by performing thresholding as a cutting in two (up and down) pieces, if a simple function has a certain monotony, a single cut (an unique threshold) is enough. The purpose of determining a local minimum area (LMA) is to generate such a unique threshold area, an equivalent of a “2D monotony” area for which only one threshold is necessary. Splitting an image into LMA-s means in fact allocating areas of local thresholding all over the input image.

Determining a LMA is done by repeatedly applying a global threshold on the original document, for every value in the range $0 - 255$. A LMA will be a connected area in the intermediary conversion (at a specific threshold level) which fulfills the following rule: *none of the pixels belonging to it were classified as black in the previous intermediary conversion*. For example, if the global conversion is performed at the threshold level of 30, a LMA will be any connected area of black pixels having the corresponding grayscale value of 30 and which is not surrounded by any pixel with lower values than 30. If at least one such pixel existed, that particular pixel would become part of the connected area, and the previously defined rule would not be fulfilled.

![Fig. 1. Image pixel values and the identified LMA-s represented with gray.](image)

Step 2: Extending the LMA-s into segments

A segment is as a LMA that has been extended with pixels that do not respect the LMA definition; each such segment (originating in a LMA) is uniquely identified by a numerical value. Using the intermediary global threshold conversions, the previously unclassified pixels in the image are assigned to one of the segments as follows:
- if an area (adjacent equal value pixels) connects with a single segment, then all the pixels belonging to that area are assigned to that particular segment
- if an area connects with at least two different segments, it is classified as a boundary area and will be processed in the following step

By the end of this step, the pixels in the original image will either be assigned to one of the segments, or be part of the boundary area.

Fig. 2. Identified segments are colored whilst the yet unassigned boundary pixels are gray.

Step 3: Assigning boundary pixels

In order to finish the segmentation process, boundary pixels must also be assigned to one of the segments as well. Given a pixel of coordinates \((X, Y)\) that is part of the boundary area, the closest classified pixels are determined using the Manhattan distance. Following this procedure, there are two possible situations:
- there is a unique closest classified pixel at coordinates \((A, B)\); in this case, the previously unclassified \((X, Y)\) pixel is assigned to the segment that contains \((A, B)\)
- there are a number of classified pixels \((A_1, B_1), (A_2, B_2), ..., (A_n, B_n)\), each situated closest to \((X, Y)\); in this case the pixel is randomly assigned to the segment to which \((A_i, B_i), i = 1, n\), belongs

Step 4: Computing local thresholds
For each one of previously determined segments, an individual local threshold is computed using Otsu’s method. If there are several thresholds that satisfy the maximum inter-class variance criteria, the mean of these values is used instead.

Step 5: Correction
As no image comes without noise, despite the smoothing performed in the initial stages, it is essential that its impact is diminished. To do that, a height map of thresholds is constructed and afterwards adjusted using surface approximation algorithms in order to correct the threshold level of each segment. This adjustment takes into account both the area of the segment and threshold values of neighboring segments. To keep things simple for the current implementation, the smoothing was done using a Gaussian kernel \([11] G\) with size equal to a tenth of the image diagonal, and the standard deviation equal to its size.

Fig. 3. Extended segments with assigned boundary pixels.

Step 4: Computing local thresholds

Fig. 4. Individual Otsu thresholds for the determined segments.

Step 6: Local conversion
Each segment is converted to grayscale using the previously determined thresholds.

Step 7: Final conversion
The final conversion is obtained by putting together all the converted segments.
4 Testing

Obtaining a good segmentation of the image through the watershed method is the key to the success of the algorithm. If the original image is processed without any prior intervention, too many segments are obtained, as proven by Fig. 5: the high number of fragments determines a very “sharp” binarization, which is highly sensitive to noise.

Instead, a blurred version of the image is preferred for segmentation, to eliminate some of the artifacts introduced in the image creation process as seen in Fig. 5. However, the blur should not be too aggressive, otherwise the image becomes too bland, losing its features, which in turn results in too few segments being generated (see Fig. 6).

The full algorithm was tested on several images containing printed and handwritten text, as well as some photographs in order to evaluate its potential in different situations. Otsu’s algorithm was also run on the same input to provide a reasonable reference for the results.

Each of the following sections presents the original image, followed by the Otsu binarization and finally the watershed binarization.

Lena image

Printed image 1

Printed image 2
As the previous images indicate, the output of the algorithm varies greatly in its quality compared to Otsu. For those images that hardly have any noise, the outputs are almost identical; on the other hand, for more complex images, while Otsu tends to create huge areas of identical pixels, the watershed creates more nuanced results, revealing even some hardly noticeable features, that may or not be of interest to the viewer.

However, even on those occasions when watershed appears to be introducing more noise than Otsu, the quality of certain regions of the watershed binarized image is definitely better, thus allowing additional software systems like OCR-s to extract more valid information.

The obvious downside of watershed is that it detects black pixels even for those regions that should be white, based solely on slight pixel differences. Such a situation occurs for the top left corner of the second handwritten image. Although the region would be considered white by a human reader, without giving it much thought, on closer inspection it becomes obvious that the region is a bit darker than the surrounding area. Ideally, this should not happen, because the region is way too white to be cataloged as black.

On the other hand, if the entire pixel group were evaluated as being white, many features that appear in the Lena image would probably disappear as well.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The main advantage of this conversion method is the fact that it computes a local threshold for each segment of the document. It tends to reveal many hidden features of the original image, which may or not be desired in the final binarized image.

Comparing with well-known local binarization methods like Niblack [12] and Sauvola [13] the presented approach has the advantages of both better quality and parameter-free approach, since all of the localized thresholding algorithms are depending on the window size input parameter, which cannot be computed or estimated other than by primitive heuristics.

The current research concentrated on evaluating the algorithm performance on images obtained with highly specialized devices, such as professional cameras or document scanners. However, most images are created with low end gadgets in less than ideal conditions by untrained users [19]. As proven in previous research [14] [15], adaptive binarization can yield better results for a wide range of inputs
than the fixed parameter counterparts. It would be worthwhile to evaluate the algorithm’s performance with this kind of input and compare with similar approaches.

Future work will be aimed at deciding upon the best way to estimate the threshold surface in the Correction stage. Also, it would be interesting to evaluate whether incorporating a global threshold could somehow limit the wrongful labeling of some obvious white regions as black.

Another future work direction will be to generalize the LMA-s to act more as localities for a certain point and not as a segment for an image. In other words the generalized LMA-s will be overlapping regions (many points are sharing the same LMA). This approach is more general and also more intuitive, acting more as a local image processing. Thus local statistic computed on generalized LMA-s may be successfully combined with global statistics (like weighting local and global Otsu threshold), allowing us to take the best advantages from both worlds with basically no drawbacks. One basic idea to compute the generalized LMA-s is to construct an image-blur stack: every stack level is a different blur level (in increasing order from the original, non-blurred image to an infinite-radius blur, single-shade image level). Using LMA-s on every level and identifying a confidence measure for every LMA (for example one good confidence measure is the color extent in the grayscale space), may enable us to select for each pixel the “best LMA” as being the LMA on every stack level that contains the pixel inside and has the best confidence. This definition of the “generalized LMA” will automatically resolve almost every problem with the current approach, but further study should be carried so that a successful detection of the “generalized LMA-s” may be done in a reasonable amount of time and the technique described above may become usable.

The usage of the “generalized LMA” as described above will remove the problems (related to over-sensitivity to color in the intra-cluster space) in the resulted binarizations presented in Fig. 9.

Other work may be directed at finding segmentation alternatives to the watershed algorithm, perhaps color or texture based [20]. Perhaps watershed itself could be used slightly differently: first compute the boundaries with a boundary detection algorithm, then threshold the boundaries, compute a distance transform and finally applying watershed on the resulting image. This should perform well for scanned printed images.

Fig. 9. Watershed segmentation results. Input is at left and output at right.
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